Management
New Exchanges
●● Finex

Partnerships
●● IoP is now on Blockfolio Signal
●● IoP is now on Delta
●● IoP will be listed on Changelly. Date tbd
We’ve been working closely with the Vendible team to get that launched as soon
possible and with features that benefit the IOP community, Vendible which will be
supporting IOP as one of the three primary currencies out of the gate is now onboarding for early access. So if you’re a merchant, a potential customer or interested to become an affiliate, visit vendible for more information

Main Topic
We invested the most of the time in the integration of the new techstack from the
like-minded crypto project and the creation of the new whitepaper.

Marketing &
Communication
MarCom team are contributing to the restructuring of IOP. Thus limited activity
took place.
●● Keks has heavily involved in the strategy meeting and the preparation of the
whitepaper for IOP future direction.
●● Keks contributed to the Shift Conference in Zagreb. He presented a bombastic
presentation about How IOP will Unf**k the internet. He showed the relevant
meaning and essential task we have ahead, fixing the broken internet through
Mercury and the different tech stack we quietly produce with libertaria. Lean
back and enjoy the show: https://youtu.be/0E5-poZVdsg?t=24280
●● Amon spoke at the Budapest Blockchain conference you can view the recorded
live
stream
here
https://www.facebook.com/IoPGlobal/videos/1619506501527355/ at the same event Wiggy also held a workshop.
●● Roger is building an infrastructure for potential collaboration with an entrepreneurial academy to promote and facilitate IOP awareness in Canada.
●● Moritz still providing the informative video summary on the first week of each
month, presenting easy to assimilate and to the point information concerning
our community and review of all activity IOP chapters are involved in worldwide.
●● Cristiaan (Memnon) visited the Karlsruhe office to sync up with development
team about the upcoming changes and Dieter (dwk) Kris (Keks) and Amon
(anfauglith) visited Budapest together to sync up the the development office
there. We spoke in length with Aarpad, Wigy and Bartmoss about the plans and
possibilities for future development and about the new whitepaper.
●● Juan spoke at “Ensenada Disrruptiva Conference” (north Mexico) about IOP
and Education Division in November 7th.

UI / UX &
Graphic Design
Iliana has been developing the new 2019 coroporate design and providing other
promotional materials.

Community Care
The month november saw several crowdfunding initiatives from the community.
For instance from the Mexico chapter.

We also welcome a lot of new members to our community both in telegram and
discord. In telegram we’ve had another look at the admin team and restructured
that so that there’s now again only a core team of admins who are all active.
Similarly we are preparing to restructure our discord in relation to the upcoming
whitepaper. The plans are to simplify the discord and to make entry more low barrier. Maintaining that good community we we have but simultaneously being more
open to the casual visitor that visit. More about that next month.
We are also exploring extra ways to support and onboard new members via direct
chat and playbooks for new users. As well as voice support. More on that in the
new future.

Education
●● The Nayarit Autonomous University(UAN) organized in November 22th the second blockchain conference speakers coming from Consensys, Legal Hackers
and Bitcoin Monterrey.
●● We organized with UAN 2 meeting for track the Education Project.

Member &
Chapter Services
Seven new chapters joined IOP this month. We welcome: EvolutIOP, IOP Marketeers, Open Sea IOP, Belt, Africa, Excoinge and Tech-time.it. We wish them all the
good luck in spreading the word about IOP.

Risk and
Compliance
●● Provided commentary on SEC and VFA related inquiries related to internal announcements.
●● Wrote general topic copy for Argentina Chapter IoP handouts provided at an
Argentinian public compliance event.
●● Provided commentary on crypto exchanges issues related to DEX and SEC concerns arising from enforcement action on Nov 8th against an unrelated crypto
project.
●● Reached out to Bittrex for comment on VFA requirements for international platform.
●● Whitepaper review pending.
●● Additional legal review by independent third party pending white paper final
draft.

